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Pro-Ject Phono 



ELEMENTAL line

Elemental

02.2015 Surprisimgly strong appearance                                                        
This configuration gives the best possible result.

04.2014 Fine deck ticks all boxes for newcomers to vinyl!                                                   

The Elemental delivers a surprisingly capable sound, delivering              

good insight alongside a surefooted rhytmic structure.                                                                    

A more conventional deck but this Award-winner has a 

lid and sounds great!

06.2013 How cheap is cheap?                                                                                                                   

When is cheap too cheap?                                                                                                 

Is such a thing even possible?                                                                                                                     

Not that there's anything cheap about Pro-Ject's Elemental, a turntable so 

utterly cool and fun and desirable that it defies reyson.                                        

An Elemental Bargain

05.2015 During the reviewing process, the Pro-Ject Elemental's performance was 

so good I was constantly having to remind myself that it was, literally, an 

entry-level turntable.

Elemental Phono USB

02.2015 Our rating: 5 Stars                                                               
The Pro-Ject Elemental Phono USB is a wonderful plug-and-play       

introduction to turntables.



VT-E

06.2016 In summary, the VT-E is another Excellent product and a welcome

addition to Pro-Ject’s lineup, and one that is quite unique in today’s 

market. Not only is it just plain cool to look at and display, not to mention a 

great conversation piece, it remains a functional turntable that holds up 

well against the competition, sounding as good as anything else at this 

price. A fantastic effort from Pro-Ject and one which I wholeheartedly 

applaud. Highly recommended

ESSENTIAL line

Essential II

12.2014 Best turntable up to 400 Pounds                                                                                 
He is the perfect budget deck. It's sensiblypriced and well made, but most 

of all it sounds great.

01.2014 Best turntable up to 400 Pounds     Awards 2013                                             
"A great budget buy and a simple way to add vinyl playback                       

to your hi-fi"                                                                                                    

Pro-Ject chalks up another success:the Essential II is yet another exellent 

budget turnable  

11.2013 OUTSTANDING - amongst the best                                            

VALUE - keenly priced                                                                 
I would certainly recommend auditonong it.

10.2013 It manages to sound entertaining and musical across a wide variety of 

genres and it is easy to set up and get going.



Essential II Digital

10.2015 OUTSTANDING - amongst the best

DEBUT line

Debut Carbon

12.2012 Produkt of the year                                                                                                  
The Debut Carbon offers a great way to get into the analog game on a 

tight budget -and the bold color palette is an added bonus.                

10.2012                                                                                                       

Debut Carbon- "…….this is the one"                                                  
Verdict: A low-cost with high-end features and fantastic sound             

quality.                    

10.2012 Turn, Turn, Turn                                                                                                                              
A striking new record player churns out the hits



10.2012 Test result: "OUTSTANDING"                                                              
It is impressive, how much sound quality you will get even from the 

cheapest model.

10.2012 Best turntable up to 500,  AWARDS 2012                                        
The Debut has been a recommendable proposition for well over a decade.                                                                                                                 

This new version keeps it as appealing as ever.   

07.2012 Price-Performance-Relation: OUTSTANDING                                                                         
So audiophil a low priced turntable can be!                                                                                                                               

06.2012 Watt magazine: "more alive an better than CD!"                                                                                                        
Watt is the representative of EISA Awards in Norway.

2012 Hifi-Voice Internetmagazin(CZ) wählt Debut Carbon                             

First Place in the catagory "turntable of the year 2012" goes to                   

Pro-Ject Debut Carbon

05.2013 First class!                                                                                      
More than 20 years of experience really pay off. This unit is technically 

faultless, ambitiously created and the sound quality of this product is not 

to blame.

06.2013 After all of that research and conversation, I found a lot of competitors, but 

nothing that could unseat the Debut Carbon.

09.2014 Really, you can’t go wrong with the Pro-Ject Debut Carbon.  

It’s not the newest turntable around, and the competition may be tough, 

but even after a few years it has proved that it’s still among the class 

leaders at this price.



Debut Carbon Esprit

01.2015 Product of the Year in the Czech Republic                                       

Stereo & Video

05.2013 First class!                                                                                                           
More than 20 years of experience really pay off. This unit is technically 

faultless, am bitiously created and the sound quality of this produkt is not 

to blame.

03.2013 Top class                                                                                                             
Pro-Ject Debut Carbon Esprit enthuses with modern looks and colour, 

acrylic platter and noble Carbon tonearm.

Debut Carbon Esprit 

SB

Yearbook 2014 At the price this Pro-Ject deck screams outstanding value, but 

what really sells it is the way it`s brimming with musical detail.

06.2014 Grouptest Winner                                                                                                                               

The best all-rounder in the group marries quality components with 

an incredibly appealling price tag.



The Classic

07.2016 The very well made table, with which the manufacturer wants to 

celebrate is 25th anniversary, plays to the gallery with its quiet,

homogeneous and more from the depths constructed space.

A very mature appearence! 

08.2016  The Classic never came close to sounding lightweight or

tinny. Instead, rhythms were tracked with rail-like security ensuring 

the deck brought all kinds of songs to life with ease.

RPM line

RPM 1 Carbon

04.2015 4 out of 4 stars                                                                                                                         
A  turntable that will earn you an A-Levil in Vinyl Jargon

06.2015 5 out of 5 stars

GROUPTEST WINNER

03.2015 Excellent - extremely capable



04.2015 OUTSTANDING

With the RPM 1 Carbon Pro-Ject created an exceptional 

talent among the turntables.

08.2015 4 out of 5 STARS

RPM 1.3 Genie

12.2011 Price/Performance: "OUTSTANDING"                                          
Budget-priced turntable with high standards                                                                

Airy and colourful playback                                                                                                            

Strong entry into the analogue world!

05.2010 looks great, is wonderfully built and sounds great.                                     

There is nothing better in this price range!

01.2009 for all listeners that can not wait to find the holy grail                            

"This is the thing to go for"

02.2009 "speechless, because of high quality you get"                                   

outstanding price/performance relation!



RPM 3 Carbon

08.2015 OUTSTANDING - amongst the best

05.2015 The sound of the record player is very neutral, detailed and fairly universal 

over all genres. An excellent choice for those who are already in 

possession of a vinyl collection and think about buying a new turntable.

05.2015 For about 700 Euros you get a mature product that seems to have no 

equal

08.2015 5 out of 5 STARS

Price/Perfomance: Outstanding

RPM 3 Carbon shows up with an impressive no-frills appearance.

With Slim, fast, accurate presentation it dominates with matching 

straightforwardness. Playback shows present and detailed quality. Once 

again the chosen cartridge is a good solution. And finally the special price 

for this coherent package is a typical offering of this austrian brand.

09.2015 This goes to the heart of what this Pro-Ject is all about: delivering a

performance that lives and breathes in a surprisingly persuasive

manner.



RPM 5 Carbon

03.2016 The RPM 5 Carbon is solidly-built, well-designed and fine-sounding

disc player that continues the Pro-Ject tradition.

Given the tonearm that’s included, and the Ortofon cartridge special

offer that Henley Designs assures me will “run indefinitely”, the

package represents excellent value for money.

As such it comes highly recommended.

05.2016 RPM5 Carbon stands out not only by its appeal but also with its 

performance. It offers, especially in the mid-band, a combination of highly 

resolving and vibrant sound. All records sound good with it, which makes 

it a true all-rounder. 

RPM 5.1

01.2011 Produkt of the Year 2011

05.2010 Group test winner in Australia                                                                                                                       
Nice-looking design gives a real 'audiophile' look.                                          

Incredibly fluid and balnced performance.



RPM 9.1 Acryl

Japan  2012 Five Stars

2007 Winner of the Reader's Choice Stereoplay Highlights 

2007

2007 Praktiker would be as Austria's Representative in the jury for the 

professional Audio, Home Theater and Video the European Imaging and 

Sound Association to announce that the product listed below from the 

offer available throughout to Europe an Eisa Award was awarded.

RPM 9.2 Evo

Top review from Japan

09.2013 RPM 9.2 Evolution convinces with very spacious, homogenic and clearly 

arranged sound.                                                                                                                               

Price/Performance "EXCELLENT"                                                     



RPM 9 Carbon

07/08 2015 the RPM 9 Carbon is a worthy addition for the longterm it's got enough 

resolution and sheer musicality to ensure that audio upgrades in the chain 

can be confidently purchased without fear of outdating the Pro-Ject

04.2016 5 out of 5 STARS
I am impressed by the vast detail the RPM 9 Carbon manages to extract.

RPM 10.1 Evo

01.2012 It's a very effective tunrtable for the money.

09.2012 HiFi World Champion

01.2007 Golden Ear 2007 3rd place



RPM 10 Carbon

01.2016 Sonically, it has none of the ices of cheaper turntables, and many of the 

attractions of far costlier designs. This, allied to its relative ease of setup 

and fi ne styling make it a persuasive package for born-again vinylistas 

and old friends of the format alike.

Classic line

1-Xpression Carbon

01.2015 Project is best                                                                    
know for ist class-leading budget turntables.

01.2015 Grand Prix 2015 of Analog Magazine which is the best Analog 

Magazine in Japan.

03.2014 Good hi-fi doesn't have to cost a small fortune. The 1 Xpression Carbon is 

a cracking little package for the money.                                                            

"Particularly impressive was the crisp quality of the 

drum kit…."

02.2014 Delightfully xpressive                                                                                                
It does have a certain sonic charakter which I found worked well, 

striking a pretty good balnce between smoothness and definition.



1Xpression Carbon 

Classic

10.2014 Review from leading Hifi Magazine in Australia                                     
It's a different class of audio

10.2014 Strongly recommended!        6 out of 6 stars                                           
This is a fabulous turntable for the price. What`s most impressing 

is the silence, control and the rhythmic fundament. 

05.2014 Thus, the Pro-Ject is well above ist vlass -and ist value exceeds 

the price.

12.2014 Poland turntable of the year.

10.2014 Australia's most popular Turntable. 

2 Xperience Acryl

05.2011 I don't know how Pro-Ject does it, but the amount of performance and 

sheer value for money that this turnable offers is astounding.                                                                                                       

--good upper bass detail                                                                                                       

--fine midband insight                                                                                                            

--smooth top end                                                                                                                               

--ease of setup



2-Xperience-Classic

03.2010 Pro-Ject Xperience Classic 9ccEVO SuperPack convinces was intelligent 

combination and huge savings.                                                                           

Price/Performance: OUTSTANDING

04.2010 Impressive!                                                                                                      

absolotely recommendable really easy to set up 

05.2010 this package is highly recommendable!.

2-Xperience SB DC

05.2014 Delivers a superb sonic backdrop with an excellent dynamic range!

6 Perspex

11.2011 A Top tip among the discerning Turntable.



01.2011 Produkt of the Year    Magazin in Australia

11.2010 6Perspex promises high performance.

11.2010 Testwinner and Produkt of the year 2010                                                                
Tonally best results (open and smooth sound)                                                                      

-High quality components (good looking design) and                                                        

-excellent value for money

2009-2010 Eisa Award winners                                                              
A2nd time goes the coveted award at Pro-Ject. A clear winner    

Eisa.

09.2009 Extremely Attractiv                                                             

The set saves 18% compared to sum of unit prices wich makes the 

"Anniversary" edition an unbeatable offer!

05.2008 Sonically, the bill foll on with this package.                                                   

Intense   Powerful   Gripping

04.2008 By PerspeX Pro-Ject is a very big hit.                                                          

Price/ performance "excellent"



 

Xtension 9 Evo

02.2015

02.2015 Pro-Ject on the fast lane                                                                                     
If you are looking for high-end at an affordable price, you will find it here.

12.2014 Highly commended                                                            
Add in a surperb cartridge at a discounted price an the outcome is a 

veritable bargain.

09.2014 Seductive Musicality                                                           
Review from Norway. The Pro-Ject sounds gripping from the first bar and 

is easy to use.

08.2014 Price/ Performance Outstanding                                     The 

extremely competive entry-level turntable segment of                        Pro-

Ject is now strenghtened with a new combatant from the Highend world.

08.2014 Review from leading HiFi Magazin in Russia



Xtension 10 Evo

02.2014 Value for money outstanding                                            
For the low package price thes strong analog offer is in any case 

not to beat.

10.2013 Instead, "build it, plug it, play it, love it" is the order of 

the day.

06.2013 It has the build quality and looks to hold its own among  turntables costing 

thousand

02.2013 Quality and Quantity                                                                    
Altogh sound was fresh and detailed, test listeners never had the 

experience of aggressiveness - in the state of deep agility there always is 

a dominance of fundamental authority.

01.2013 It's a turntable that combines all of the benefits - and none of the    

psychoses - of the high end.                                                                                     

Strongly recommended

04.2014 Pro-Ject is onto something wonderful here: a model that hits 

all the right sonic notes, while bringing an intellectual and 

emotional connection to the music that is rare in my 

experience.

07.2015 DAR-KO Award? How on earth could I not?



Signature line

Signature 10

05.2014 Lots of outstanding detail solutions, a first-class tone arm and a 

untouchable sound quality: At this price Signature 10 surely is a hot tip!




